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Abstract In this article, we explore how the United States developed an intelligence
strategy that, since the Cold War, has been based on relationships with private high-tech
companies. Specifically, we analyse documents that demonstrate that the Swiss company
Crypto AG – a supplier of cryptographic equipment to more than 120 countries – was
controlled by the CIA. We analyse the implications of this for Brazil, in a comparative
perspective with the experience of these other nations. Our methodology includes: (1)
analysis of documents recently declassified by the US and Brazil; (2) analysis of budget
expenditure data; (3) information made available by Crypto AG on its international
operations. In our conclusion, we highlight the irrefutability of the relationship
established between the CIA and Crypto AG, which lasted from the 1950s to 2018.
Finally, we present documents that show that Brazil continued to buy cryptographic
equipment from Crypto AG for its Armed Forces until 2019.

Introduction

On 11 February 2020, Greg Miller, a national security correspondent for the

Washington Post, published an article created in partnership with the German

public TV station Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen, entitled: ‘The intelligence coup of

the century: For decades, the CIA read the encrypted communications of allies and

adversaries’ (Miller 2020). The article was about the company Crypto

Aktiengesellschaft (Crypto AG), formally a private company based in

Switzerland, that dedicated itself, between 1950 to 2018, to the sale of encoding

and decoding devices to more than 120 countries. However, the article also

revealed that the company was secretly owned by the Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) and its German counterpart, the Bundesnachrichtendienst –
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German Federal Intelligence Service (BND). Both intelligence agencies rigged
the company’s devices, so they could easily break the codes that countries
used to send encrypted messages. Cryptographic machines were thus trans-
formed into espionage equipment, becoming permanent and invaluable sour-
ces of information. Brazil, which is the focus of this study, is among the many
countries that purchased equipment from Crypto AG.

The article provided data on how possession of the secrets revealed by
rigged cryptographic machines helped the American government for many
decades. This is because, on several occasions, access to secret communications
from other countries gave the United States a substantial advantage.1

Examples of this advantage would be: (1) information to respond to the Cold
War (1947-1991) crises; (2) eventual disclosure of the identity of dual agents;
(3) production of an extensive source of information that helped shape the
United States’ foreign policy (Dover and Aldrich 2020).

The revelations from the joint reporting of the Washington Post and the
Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen have the potential to dramatically change the way
in which the Cold War history is understood and interpreted. The fact that the
American authorities knew in advance what the governments of other coun-
tries would do, can lead to extensive reviews on how several episodes of the
Cold War were decided.2

What can also be highlighted from the article is that the impact of secrets and
data leaked by Crypto AG’s rigged machines in different countries needs to be
examined taking into account the relationship that each of these countries had with
the company. In addition, it is important to investigate what types of machines
were purchased, what they were used for, and for how long they were in oper-
ation.3 In order to better delimit these issues, a brief examination of the company’s
history is necessary. Then, problems and research topics related to the company’s
relationship with different institutions in Brazil will be presented.

Crypto AG began to establish its links with the US government during
World War II. The company was founded by Boris Hagelin, a Russian immi-
grant based in Sweden who, with the German occupation of almost all of
Europe, emigrated to the United States. Once in the US, Hagelin founded
Crytpto AG, a company dedicated to producing cryptographic machines for
US troops. The company quickly gained a worldwide reputation for manufac-
turing such equipment (Miller 2020). With the end of the war, the company
and its founder returned to Sweden, without losing his commercial, personal
and institutional ties with the US government.

1
‘It was revealed that, through Crypto AG machines, the BND and CIA had profound

knowledge of South American human rights abuses in the late 1970s. Operation Condor was the
collective effort of six South American military dictatorships Chile, Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay,
Uruguay and Brazil to defend their territories and rule against purported challengers,
predominantly through extreme violence. Evidence confirms a number of disturbing violations
against their own population. This included the imprisonment of nuns and priests, as well as the
murder of those who opposed their rule by throwing them out of airplanes without parachutes.
To coordinate atrocities and maintain secure communications, the Condor countries relied on
manipulated Crypto AG encryption devices (Miller and Mueller 2020). American and German
inaction in the face of these human rights violations indicates that there were other (as yet
unknown) factors in play during this time’ (Dobson 2020).

2 Dymydiuk (2020), Miller (2020), and Jacobs (2020), for example, discuss the US quandary
over the Malvinas/Falklands War.

3 This information is presented in Section 4.
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Negotiations started in 1955 – as shown in the National Security Agency
(NSA) report that will soon be presented4

– and in 1958 an agreement between
the company and the CIA began to produce equipment that generated mes-
sages that would be easily read by American spies. The agreement ‘secretly
allowed NSA to design and insert backdoors in the cryptographic equipment
supplied at least through 1992 to some [of] Hagelin’s customers, intelligence
agencies of governments whose policies were decidedly hostile to the United
States’ (Konheim 2015, 310). In the early 1950s, Hagelin moved the factory
from Sweden to Switzerland, which had the effect of reinforcing the com-
pany’s image as being ‘neutral’, gaining credibility and leveraging sales of its
products worldwide.

In the 1960s, the CIA’s control over the company increased, with the trans-
fer of technology developed by the United States to machines that were des-
tined to leak secrets from its future buyers. The United States also provided
generous financial subsidies to Crypto AG (Miller 2020).

In 1970, the company was transferred from the Hagelin family to the control
of CIA and BND agents, expanding its business, the number of employees and
the scale of production. The management of the company’s activities was shared
by the CIA with another American agency, the National Security Agency.5 These
agencies controlled Crypto AG. They imposed themselves on their German part-
ners, developing the technology of cryptographic machines, sabotaging the algo-
rithms to make them easily decipherable, and choosing the countries and
institutions as targets for sales. Both countries, the United States and Germany,
identified which companies were to serve as subcontractors of Crypto AG at dif-
ferent stages of the production process. The Germans chose Siemens for commer-
cial and technical advice, while the Americans chose Motorola to repair
problematic equipment. The partnership with Siemens served as a cover story
for the origin of the systems that Crypto AG workers installed on the machines,
which were actually developed by the NSA (Miller 2020).

The relationship between the CIA and the NSA was often tense, marked by
inter-bureaucratic rivalry. The NSA, created in 1952, managed to obtain a mon-
opoly on intelligence operations based on the collection of information by
intercepting communication signals. The agency grew significantly, with a bil-
lion dollar budget and more than 100,000 employees in the late 1960s. Half of
the agency’s operations were dedicated to the interception, decryption and
interpretation of messages from the Soviet Union. The information obtained by
the NSA supported all levels of the US government (Bauer 2013, 346).

On the other hand, the CIA, despite having been created before, in 1947,
was charged with intelligence operations based on the collection of information
by agents.6 The CIA was also dedicated to executing and directing clandestine
actions abroad, under the authority of the President. The CIA was responsible

4 United States of America, National Security Agency (1955b) ‘Report of visit to Crypto AG
(Hagelin) by William F. Friedman, Special Assistant to the Director, NSA, 21-28 February’ [second
draft] <https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/news-features/declassified-documents/
friedman-documents/correspondence/FOLDER_117/41772899081198.pdf> accessed 20 July 2020.

5 The NSA was created in 1952 for studies, research, and intelligence operations. The NSA is
also responsible for the interception, cryptographic analysis and protection of American
communications.

6 United States of America, Central Intelligence Agency (2007) ‘History of the CIA’ <www.
cia.gov/about-cia/history-of-the-cia/index.html> accessed 24 July 2020.
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for providing information and intelligence reports to the president and
his cabinet.

The fact that both agencies have conducted Crypto AG’s operations for dec-
ades without raising suspicion suggests that, at least in this case, collaboration
has supplanted competition. It is possible that there was a permanent agree-
ment between the two agencies that made the operations of Crypto AG coher-
ent and effective. This is a rare case in the trajectory of the two organisations.
Little has been published on the subject, but it is known that the history of the
NSA is marked by tensions and disputes with the CIA (Mainwaring 2020).
Disputes continued despite efforts starting in 1977 to force the NSA and CIA
to reach an agreement to resolve the interagency conflicts.7

It was an ongoing challenge to maintain the secrecy behind Crypto AG’s
true control including the features and purposes of the equipment sold. Not
only its existing and potential customers but also from its employees, develop-
ers, partners and representatives who had no knowledge of the real purpose
of the company’s operations despite sporadic press reports which over the
years exposed the company and its clandestine operations. For example, in
1995, the Baltimore Sun revealed connections between Crypto AG and the NSA
(Murakami Wood and Wright 2015, 134–135).8

On other occasions, company representatives were publicly embarrassed or
even arrested, as in the 1992 incident in Tehran, when the Iranian government
arrested Crypto AG’s top salesman, Hans Buehler (Bauer 2013, 355). With each
new episode, Crypto AG lost customers and failed to attract new business. The
company was finally liquidated and sold in 2018 to Crypto
International Group.9

The authors of this article found a report classified as ‘Top Secret’ by the
NSA, which was declassified on 20 June 2014. The NSA released two versions
of the report entitled ‘Report of visit to Crypto AG (Hagelin) by William F.
Friedman, Special Assistant to the Director, National Security Agency, 21� 28
February, 1955’, a first10 and a second draft.11 Both versions of the report were
redacted by the NSA prior to being declassified, however a comparison of the
two versions released reveals that the redacted information did not always
coincide and, therefore, it is possible to read, in the first draft, information that
is hidden in the second. Additionally, the first draft was released by the NSA,
but on a different date: 22 July 2014.

7 United States of America, National Security Agency (1998) ‘American Cryptology During
the Cold War, 1945-1989’ <www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/news-features/declassified-
documents/cryptologic-histories/cold_war_iii.pdf> accessed 23 July 2020.

8 In 1975, former CIA agent Philip Agee wrote that Swiss-made Hagelin machines had
vulnerabilities that the NSA used to exploit to decipher messages from the United Arab Republic.
Johnson, TR (1995) ‘American Cryptology During the Cold War, 1945–1989’, Center for
Cryptologic History, National Security Agency, Ft. George G. Mead, MD, p. 83.

9 Crypto International Group’s Official Website: <https://crypto.ch/en> accessed 4
May 2020.

10 United States of America, National Security Agency (1955a) ‘Report of visit to Crypto AG
(Hagelin) by William F. Friedman, Special Assistant to the Director, NSA, 21-28 February’ [first
draft] <https://cryptome.org/2015/07/nsa-crypto-ag.pdf> accessed 20 July 2020.

11 United States of America, National Security Agency (1955b) ‘Report of visit to Crypto AG
(Hagelin) by William F. Friedman, Special Assistant to the Director, NSA, 21-28 February’ [second
draft] <https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/news-features/declassified-documents/
friedman-documents/correspondence/FOLDER_117/41772899081198.pdf> accessed 20 July 2020.
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The NSA report mentions several countries that, at the time, had acquired
or were negotiating the acquisition of cryptographic machines produced by the
Swiss company Crypto AG. Brazil stands out among these countries, with the
following mention (Figure 1).

According to the NSA report, ‘the Brazilian Army is interested to the extent
of some 500 or more machines but Hagelin Senior didn’t think they would
come through with as large an order as this in one lump.’ On the other hand,
‘… the Brazilian Navy has bought 60 CX-52’s, these to be compatible with their
C-446’s. When they will put in an order for more machines these will be of the
CX-52 type.’

Brazil is mentioned a second time, on page 12 of the second draft of the
report (Figure 2).

At this point in the NSA report, a contract for teleciphering machines with
the company Siemens is mentioned, adding that this company had divided the
market with Crypto AG. Brazil emerges as a client only of the latter.

The NSA report potentially allows the reinterpretation of historical facts
from the second half of the 20th century. This is because, as emphasized
above, the company Crypto AG was in fact formally acquired by the CIA in
1970, configuring what was called, in 2020, ‘the intelligence coup of the

Figure 1. First Mention of Brazil in the NSA Report (1955).
Source: United States of America, National Security Agency (1955a) ‘Report of visit to Crypto AG (Hagelin) by
William F. Friedman, Special Assistant to the Director, NSA, 21-28 February’, p. 9 [second draft of the document].
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century’ (Miller 2020), and its products were sold to many countries as encryp-
tion and secure communications solutions. In addition, the report is evidence
that disinformation (counterintelligence), interception and information control
underpinned the technological and strategic basis of the USA power in the
20th century.

In light of this, an in-depth analysis demonstrates the way in which the
United States used an intelligence strategy that, since the Cold War, has been
sustained by public-private partnerships. Thereby the US considerably
expanded its capacity for information control and bestowed countries like
Brazil a position of dependence and subservience to these technologies. In add-
ition, the report reveals evidence that the United States has potentially

Figure 2. Second Mention of Brazil in the NSA Report (1955).
Source: United States of America, National Security Agency (1955b) ‘Report of visit to Crypto AG (Hagelin) by
William F. Friedman, Special Assistant to the Director, NSA, 21-28 February’, p. 12 [second draft of the document].
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intercepted and read secret communications from Brazil and other nations
since the end of World War II.12

For methodological purposes, we accessed the aforementioned NSA report,
in addition to historical documents, recently declassified by the Brazilian
Government, reporting the acquisition of equipment for use by the Armed
Forces, as well as the role of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Brazil in these
acquisitions. We also analysed budget expenditure information, obtained
through the Transparency Portal of Brazil.13 A considerable part of our com-
parative analysis employed discussions contained in scientific and investigative
articles, as well as books that report the relationship between Crypto AG and
the NSA. We also analysed information publicly provided by Crypto AG,
about its equipment and its international operations. The theoretical and meth-
odological assumptions of this article are related to some of the key discus-
sions on intelligence, surveillance and encryption in the formation of the US
global power.

That said, this article is divided as follows: initially we discuss the relation-
ship between surveillance, intelligence and power. Next, we analyse the extent
of the partnership between Crypto AG and the CIA – with the NSA as a tech-
nical partner – in the ‘global surveillance and intelligence network’. Finally, we
analyse how Crypto AG has been operating in Brazil, which equipment has
been purchased and implemented and which actors have participated in
this process.

Surveillance and intelligence: knowledge production and power
organization

The control and management of information conducted by the State, which
characterizes intelligence activity, is considered fundamental for the guarantee
of strategic advantage and for maintaining and amassing power. In this sense,
intelligence capability is an immense range of activities that encompasses the
surveillance and monitoring of individuals, data and signals, and the process-
ing and analysis of this information, and in turn developing relevant material
for decision makers.

In general, the maintenance of intelligence capabilities allows the State to
anticipate the movements of other actors, to refine its action strategies in both
the military and diplomatic fields. In a broad sense, intelligence activity is a
grey zone between diplomacy and war, and can be defined as the collection
and processing of information in a discrete or secret manner about actors,
threats and other states (Herman 1996). The objective of a State’s intelligence
agency is the preservation of national security, the stability of its foreign policy
and the protection of its people, processes and products related to these proc-
esses (Warner 2007; Gill and Phythian 2018). The gathering of information can
also be defined in strategic terms, such as knowledge and foreknowledge of

12 The literature review reveals that the interception of communications could have been
happening since the First World War (Yardley 1981, 222). Prior to the use of cipher machines in
the 1930s, manual methods of encryption had to be used for diplomatic and secret
correspondence. Yardley describes some of the codes in use and the methods he used to decipher
those codes, while working for the US State Department.

13 An official accountability tool of the Brazilian Government.
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the world and supporting decision making. In addition, it can be defined in
tactical terms, such as events and conditions on specific battlefields and pro-
viding ‘situational awareness’ (Johnson 2007, 1).

Therefore, intelligence is an activity that encompasses a cycle of procedures,
that includes but is not limited to (1) Targeting – identification of objectives,
which can range from individuals, military installations, and population con-
tingents. (2) Collection – the survey of elements and sources. (3) Analysis –

apprehension, adding value and exploring the implications of the material
obtained. (4) Dissemination and analysis – in which the intelligence material
reaches decision makers (Gill and Phythian 2018; Hedley 2007).14

The intelligence cycle can occur in different ways, from different inputs, as
described below. Human (Humint), when civilian or military agents, linked to
embassies or other agencies, are responsible for obtaining information and its
dissemination. Technological (Techint), telemetric signals, from satellites or
radar, in addition to image intelligences, different signal metrics, become cen-
tral to obtaining and intercepting materials (Richelson 2007; Hedley 2007;
Harris 2016). According to Herman (1996, 40), in the 1970's, the American
intelligence effort for data collection was 87% directed at technological intelli-
gence agencies.

In all cases, the intelligence activity empowers the State through the accu-
mulation of knowledge about the actors and processes via surveillance and
monitoring. The knowledge extracted from the surveillance activities serves as
raw material that, when properly worked, constitutes an apparatus to antici-
pate threats and movements from other actors and consequently, to manage
these movements.

In this sense, the studies on surveillance – perhaps the main stage of the
information activity cycle – enhances our perspectives on how Intelligence
becomes a coercive and modulating defence capability that is essential to main-
taining the power of states. Surveillance has been, for a long time, a key deter-
minant for both the design of political-military strategies and for the
establishment of population control and management (Marx 2015; Lyon 2018).

The practice of surveillance encompasses constant observation of subjects,
their pattern of relationships and communications, but thanks to new big data
techniques, the analysis of metadata gathered from smartphones, web and
other dispositifs15 widened the scope of subjects and the type of information
acquired. Its purpose is not solely to identify individuals, but primarily to
assemble knowledge about the individual or entities observed and their pat-
terns and movements. Big data techniques allow a series of automated
(machine learning) systems to collect and process unstructured data, which
means raw data produced by users on the web, individuals in their phones, or
interacting in social networks which are not related to a communication pro-
cess. For instance, the access to a website, the patterns of visualization of cer-
tain contents, the pattern of circulation of an individual through the GPS data
analysis on his phone, are examples of metadata analysis, or data produced

14 Herman (1996) adds more intelligence activities to those listed above. He includes
counterintelligence, for example.

15 Dispositif or dispositive is a term used by Foucault, generally to refer to the mechanisms and
knowledge structures which enhance and maintain the exercise of power within the social body
(Foucault 2014).
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over unstructured data. In this case, when a pattern is identified, the method
of surveillance evolves to identify the changes and irregularities in the individ-
ual or entities targeted.

It requires the collection of specific information – criminal practices, health,
and/or political-strategic knowledge – about those monitored. As Michel
Foucault (2014) discusses in ‘Discipline and Punish’, disciplinary power is
based on the control and administration of individuals through examination of
schools, factories, hospitals, prisons, etc. For Foucault, there is also biopower, a
technology of power for managing humans in large groups. Biopower could
allow control of entire populations.

So, both disciplinary power and biopower are exercised by ‘hierarchical
surveillance’, where the State – as a higher institution or via its omnipresent
data collection – performs constant surveillance. This practice is designed to
produce both information about and as a means of coercion of those moni-
tored, forcing them to submit to norms and other accepted forms of behaviour
(Foucault 2014, 169). Thus, the primary role of surveillance is to help to control
individuals and organizations without requiring the use of force or violence,
therefore, the use of surveillance by the State constitutes a fundamental com-
ponent that forms the modern bases of sovereignty which is employed to
maintain governmental control and power (Gill and Phythian 2018, 68).

Although surveillance activities can be practiced by other institutions (cor-
porations for example), regardless of whether it is an official State activity,
there is a fundamental need for intelligence. The production of useful and
actionable information underlies both surveillance and intelligence. It is a way
of sustaining and increasing power, whether in its micro dimension, or in the
configuration of a State and its social security apparatus. In this sense, there is
a profound connection between the activities of surveillance and intelligence,
not only by the way these increase power via knowledge acquired from fre-
quent monitoring, but fundamentally, by the way these activities influence and
change the individuals and activities monitored (Gill and Phythian 2018).

Both surveillance practices and intelligence activities seek to produce infor-
mation, constraints and control on those observed. That is, when the represen-
tatives of surveillance studies explore this practice, they describe it not as a
passive way of collecting data and monitoring individuals, but as a process
that acts on their bodies, altering their behaviour, ending-up taming it.
Similarly, intelligence activity deploys the acquired knowledge as a way of
influencing the reality observed, producing coercion effects in the military
environment, or conducting interests in diplomatic contexts. In this case, the
monitoring of groups, data, or individuals, may serve to subsidize diverse cov-
ert operations, produce deception in opponents (to mislead them), in general,
intelligent activity is configured as an apparatus that modulates the reality on
which it acts.

Recalling our definition of surveillance, which includes both the monitoring of behaviour

and attempts to discipline it (or, the development of knowledge in order to deploy

power), then we must acknowledge that, in practice, the two may be indistinguishable.

For example, while the use of informers may be intended primarily to acquire

information about their target, they may also (knowingly or unknowingly) have some

impact on the activities of the target. Technical surveillance may be used overtly so that it
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simultaneously gathers information and acts as a ‘scarecrow’ to deviant behaviours (Gill

and Phythian 2018, 197).

Thus, as the coercive capacity of disciplinary institutions stems from their
capacity to surveil and modulate individuals, the exercise of State power is
developed through the deployment of a wide socio-technical network of intelli-
gence. Instead of deploying violent and destructive methods, States build their
intelligence capacities to operate both through formal and informal channels,
and to use the knowledge acquired – or the interception and dissemination of
information – to embarrass adversaries, to prevent access to sensitive informa-
tion, and to minimize the harms of violent actions.16

This dynamic is clear when we analyse the restraint and control exercised
by nations during the Cold War, when both the collection of information about
the movements of opponents and the production of disinformation by the US
were central as a deterrent.17 Many of the US intelligence operations were con-
ducted at that time by the CIA and the Pentagon, with the NSA being one of
the agencies responsible for refining information and producing intelligence. In
the same period, a number of other agencies, organizations and technologies
began to be developed to support these activities in the US – such as satellite
and imagery agencies like the Photographic Intelligence Center (Bamford 1983,
245–246). Because of this, much of the US military spending during the years
after the Second World War were linked to the capabilities of its intelligence.
Spending was also directed to the development of further capacity to control
information and intelligence, contributing to the goal of its use as a
deterrent.18

Technint, private companies, and new entanglements for intelligence practices

In the same period, the US began to produce new communication technologies,
which would be able to further its goal to stand out internationally (Moraes
2005, 349). Thus, several technological initiatives were created in the so-called
‘Big Science’ (Weinberg 1961, 161–164). Among these programs, conducted by
the Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the Department of
Defense (DoD), some stand out: (1) the Strategic Computing Program, whose
objective was to develop new military technologies in artificial intelligence and
computers, which would allow the creation of products, such as unmanned
vehicles, conflict management systems, and other military systems. (2) Very
High Speed Integrated Circuits, whose development of new military technolo-
gies in microelectronics would enable the production of microprocessors for
armaments and control systems. (3) ARPANET, a first step in what would
become the Internet, which allowed greater communication between research

16 Historically, the collection of information involves the chancelleries established in other
countries and the collection of daily information (Herman 1996, 10).

17 In which, as stated by Buzan (1987), the information needs to be accurate in order to avoid
mistakes and inappropriate expectations in addition to the ability to demobilize and frustrate
opponents’ strategies. An example of this would be the military coups in South America during
the Cold War, supported by the United States, through its intelligence network.

18 Mainwaring and Aldrich (2019) analysing the case of United Kingdom’s dominance over
its colonial territories, pose that several technological developments in the period were
determinant to sustain fast, economic and agile communication and signals interception.
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agencies and the military in the US, in addition to increasing the capacity for
the circulation of information (Pianta 1988, Medeiros 2005). Some of the aero-
space programs developed in that period were not only related to the compos-
ition of military power and intelligence in the United States, but also to the
establishment of a communication network via satellites. Satellites quickly
became a fundamental component of communication infrastructure, and as a
result earth orbit became a topic of dispute between countries competing for
its use to enhance their technological communication network. Satellite com-
munication and surveillance, in turn, would increase global capacity and con-
trol of the interception and collection of information. As a result, the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO) was founded in 1960, in Chantilly, Virginia (US),
and the NRO was given responsibility for the design, construction and launch
of spy satellites. In addition, the use of these satellites and photograph systems
contributed enormously to the advancement of signals intelligence, electronics
intelligence, and foreign instrumentation signals intelligence (Aid and Wiebes
2001, 3–4).

In parallel to the aforementioned agencies, several other agencies were
founded, composing the collection of US Intelligence agencies. One of them is
the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), also founded in 1961, whose objective,
in addition to providing intelligence advice to other agencies, was to produce
intelligence about the military capabilities of other countries, using all available
means to do so. Public-private partnerships were of great importance in
this context.

The configuration of a wide network of surveillance and intelligence
strategies, marked by the growing role of socio-technical apparatus
(Technint) in the strategic management of information at the expense of
human performance (Humint) (Harris 2016). In this sense, the activities of
collecting material and adding value during the analysis phase, have
increasingly involved technicians specialized in identifying signals obtained
via massive data collection algorithms, and who are able to react to threats
(Harris 2016, 28).

For instance, throughout the period from the 1950s to the 1990s, most
secret communications of countries around the world continued to be trans-
mitted via teleciphering machines, and the largest supplier of this equip-
ment in the world was Crypto AG. In the following decades, information
technologies and Big Data techniques became the centre of the accumulation
processes, in which ‘Big Techs’ and several other private companies began
to organize and practice surveillance as a business, in some cases, aligning
and providing intelligence infrastructures for States (Zuboff 2019).

In this context, in which public-private relations were of great import-
ance in the organization of intelligence apparatus, we found that Crypto
AG’s involvement with the NSA was previously mentioned in a few aca-
demic papers, but Brazil was rarely cited. Before the 11 September 2001
attack, some reports made the connection between Crypto AG and the NSA,
and some of them are described in the article by Murakami Wood
and Wright:

Prior to 9/11, perhaps the single most in-depth account was a series of articles called ‘No

Such Agency’ (Shane and Bowman 1995) published by the Baltimore Sun, the ‘local
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paper’ of the NSA. Over a decade after The Puzzle Palace, the pieces summarised most of

the Bamford and Campbell material and provided histories of the NSA, including some

newer allegations particularly over the NSA’s subversion of the leading international

cryptographic equipment supplier Crypto AG and world-leading software provider,

Microsoft. These allegations were expanded upon by the whistle-blower who, prior to the

2000s, was the most vociferous critic of the NSA, Wayne Madsen. (Murakami Wood and

Wright 2015, 134-135).19

In 2004, Rudner summarizes the number of countries that had their com-
munications compromised, as well as the possible speed at which the crypto
breach could be made:

Countries that still relied for their communications security on Hagelin-type encryption

machines manufactured by the Swiss firm, Crypto AG, were especially vulnerable. These

machines were similar in design to the German Enigma, which had already been

overcome by British cryptanalysts during World War II. In order to shield its ongoing

cryptographic efforts, British intelligence kept secret its Ultra success for decades

afterwards. From de 1970s onwards, a covert arrangement between the NSA and Crypto

AG effectively compromised the communications security of successive models of their

encryption machines. As a result, the ostensibly secure diplomatic and military

communications of some 130 countries relying on Crypto AG encryption machines were

effectively accessible to the NSA and therefore to other UK USA partners. NSA and

GCHQ supposedly could read the coded messages as fast or faster than the intended

recipients. (Rudner 2004).

It should be noted that although Rudner estimated that around 130 coun-
tries had their secure diplomatic and military communications accessible to the
NSA, most authors estimate that this number is closer to 120, as shown below.

In 2009, evidence about the cryptographic breach of Crypto AG equipment
appears most clearly in the work of Jan Bury, who presents documents that
‘suggests that messages encrypted with Hagelin CX-52 machines were read by
the Poles during the 1960s’ (Bury 2009). Allegations of impropriety became
public in the late 2010s and the statements by former NSA technical director
Brian Snow were quite clear:

He suspects in some cases cloud providers will be companies influenced by government

spy agencies, similar to the way Crypto AG security gear gave the NSA backdoor access

to encrypted messages sent by foreign governments that had bought the gear. ‘Please

don’t use Cloud AG,’ he said. (Greene 2010).

In 2013, Craig Bauer points out in his work ‘Secret History: The Story of
Cryptology’, that the NSA and Crypto AG signed an agreement as early as
1958. Additionally, the first public suspicions about the involvement between
the NSA and Crypto AG date back to 1983:

As the story goes, the deal was not made in a single trip. Friedman had to return, and in

1958 Hagelin agreed. Crypto AG machines were eventually adopted for use by 120

19 Scott Shane is an American journalist. Tom Bowman is National Public Radio’s Pentagon
reporter. James Bamford is an American journalist and documentary film producer. Duncan
Campbell is a British freelance investigative journalist. Wayne Madsen is an American writer
specializing in propaganda and international affairs.
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nations, but it seems unlikely that they were all rigged. According to some accounts the

security levels provided depended on the country in which the machine was to be used.

In any case, there doesn’t appear to have been any suspicion of rigging until 1983.

Twenty-five years is a tremendous time to keep such a large-scale project secret. If true,

this would be one of the greatest success stories of all time in the intelligence community.

Since the 25-year time period includes the switch from electro-mechanical machines to

computerized digital encryption, the back doors would have to have remained in place

through this transition. (Bauer 2013, 355).

Bauer also points out that the reports available up to that point about the
association of Crypto AG with the NSA were ‘not nearly as detailed as we
would desire’ (Bauer 2013, 356). Moreover, he adds: ‘it should be noted that
Crypto AG executives have consistently denied the existence of back doors in
any of their machines, as one would expect whether the tale is true or not’
(Bauer 2013, 357).

In 2015, Konheim reiterated that the agreement between NSA and Crypto
AG was signed in 1958. In addition, he points out that the cryptographic
equipment would have been provided until at least 1992 ‘to some Hagelin’s
customers, intelligence agencies of governments whose policies were decidedly
hostile to the United States’:

The alleged agreement in 1958 negotiated by the retired American cryptographer William

Friedman and Boris Hagelin, the founder and CEO of the Swiss company Crypto AG. It

secretly allowed NSA to design and insert backdoors in the cryptographic equipment

supplied at least through 1992 to some of Hagelin’s customers, intelligence agencies of

governments whose policies were decidedly hostile to the United States. (Konheim

2015, 310).

After the publication of Miller’s article, Dymydiuk also published an article
on the topic:

Initially known as Operation Thesaurus before being renamed Rubicon, this active

measures operation replaced an initial decade-long denial operation where US intelligence

simply asked Hagelin to refrain from selling the most secure equipment to target

countries. (… ) Somehow Rubicon survived and continued to thrive after being blown.

The operation was not only exposed by investigative journalists and disgruntled

employees, but also periodically uncovered by technically competent customers. The

users of the devices discovered vulnerabilities as their knowledge of cryptology increased.

Yet customers returned to Crypto AG and bought more of their expensive machines, even

though their communications security had clearly been compromised (… ) The most

prominent factors included the choice of and performance of particular individuals whom

were witting of the operation and who convinced customers that periodic problems were

being addressed’ (Dymydiuk 2020, 1–2).

Further work on the Crypto AG case was published after Miller’s article:
Aldrich (2020), Dobson (2020), Dover (2020), Jacobs (2020), Mainwaring (2020).
Studies on the topic are likely to continue to be published over the years, help-
ing to rewrite history.

This literature review demonstrates that suspicions about the connection
between NSA and Crypto AG have grown over the past two decades. Despite
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this, the publications presented little documentary evidence and any evidence
regarding Brazil is practically non-existent.

It should be noted that access to strategic information from more than 120
countries around the world is certainly a true ‘knowledge-power’, centred on
the production of intelligence for subsidizing interventions.20 Currently, sev-
eral companies that provide services and communication solutions – just like
Crypto AG – are part of this intelligence information network. It is common
for system users to provide information voluntarily. This is a practice that
reveals the persistent nature of public-private interaction that is characteristic
of US intelligence and counterintelligence policies (Dobson 2020, 4).

Moreover, supported by sophisticated socio technical devices, intelligence
activity increases the power of states. In addition, intelligence can also frustrate
opponents’ expectations, as it has a disciplinary function.

In the following sections, we will analyse the relationship between Crypto
AG and the NSA. In addition, we will describe how Brazil may have been
affected by these interceptions and espionage procedures.

Crypto AG and the global surveillance and intelligence network

The information made available by Greg Miller in the Washington Post,
although succinct, may potentially rewrite several chapters of recent history, as
well as indicate relevant historical issues. The number of intercepted messages
from the CIA’s rigged machines is considerable. It was through the rigged
encryption machines of Crypto AG that the US collected most of the informa-
tion about several countries, including some of those allied to the Soviet Union
and communist China.

All the information available refers to a few sources, with emphasis on the
official history of the operation written by the CIA in 2004 and another written
by the BND in 2008, interviews with former intelligence officials in both coun-
tries and former Crypto AG employees, in addition to a few other documents.
These sources show that countries from all over the Middle East, Latin
America, India, Pakistan, and the Vatican bought encryption machines rigged
by the CIA.

By secretly using encryption machines rigged by the CIA, the US followed
the conversations between different Iranian authorities, during the hostage cri-
sis after the invasion of the US Embassy in that country in 1979. It also enabled
the US to provide information to the British about conversations between
Argentine authorities during the Malvinas/Falklands War (1982). This last epi-
sode served to arouse the suspicions of the Argentine authorities about the
reliability of the cryptographic equipment, concerns that were at the time

20
‘The post-Second World War signals intelligence (SIGINT) cooperation between five Anglo-

Saxon countries – Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and the United States –

is well-documented. This alliance is often called Five Eyes and is based on the 1946 UKUSA
Agreement. What is not publicly known so far is that there is a second, parallel, western signals
intelligence alliance, namely in north-western Europe, also with five members. It has existed since
1976 and is called Maximator. It comprises Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden, and the
Netherlands and is still active today. The Maximator alliance deepens our understanding of the
recently-revealed operation Thesaurus/Rubicon: the joint CIA-BND ownership and control of the
Swiss manufacturer of cryptographic equipment Crypto AG, from 1970 to 1993.’ (Jacobs 2020, 1).
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dispelled by one of the employees of Crypto AG, who was in reality fully
aware of the real purpose and surveillance capabilities of the machines. The
Argentines continued to buy and use equipment from Crypto AG
(Miller 2020).

Other episodes demonstrate the power and usefulness of these machines
in intelligence gathering, such as: (1) the revelation of the authors of the
bombing in a Berlin nightclub in 1986 – Libyans of the Gaddafi regime, (2)
The discovery of the whereabouts and subsequent arrest of the former
Panama dictator Manuel Noriega – obtained from Vatican communications,
(3) The revelation that Billy Carter, brother of the President of the US, Jimmy
Carter, received money from Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi to defend his
interests in Washington (Youssef 1981). The NSA also used Crypto AG
machines purchased by Egypt to secretly monitor President Anwar Sadat’s
communications in 1978, during the peace negotiations between Egypt
and Israel.

It is possible to conclude that there is abundant evidence to infer that the
espionage operation conducted by the CIA/BND through Crypto AG had a
considerable (although not explicit) impact on a series of events and contexts.
Uncovering this previously undisclosed connection between the CIA/BND
through Crypto AG may lead to new areas of research, in order to explore a
highly relevant factor which was largely ignored until recently: the use of
Crypto AG machines by nations and organizations that had no suspicion of
the real objective of this equipment.21

As previouly mentioned, in the decades that followed the end of the Cold
War, information technologies and techniques of Big Data and Machine
Learning gained traction. The use of personal computers, smartphones, and
other forms of communication focused on data processing became popular
(Zuboff 2019; Lyon 2018).

The continued development of these technologies (Big Data and Machine
Learning) has become known worldwide through the revelations of Wikileaks
and former NSA contractor Edward Snowden, that pointed that not only pri-
vate companies would be interested in collecting this data, but also states.
Snowden revealed that the United States had updated its form of data collec-
tion and interception, using sophisticated systems in partnership and with the
support of private companies (Bauman et al 2015, 10). In other words, a similar
arrangement to what the NSA had been conducting with Crypto AG, since
the 1950s.

In general, the Internet and the massive collection of data, in the decades
after the end of the Cold War, became the new instruments for interception
and production of intelligence information. As Bauman demonstrates, not only
the USA or European states have resorted to this practice, but mainly collisions

21
‘… because of an American-led scheme that began in the 1950s to weaken the Swiss cypher

machines bought by countries across the Global South, signals intelligence was much more
effective in places like the Middle East, Africa and Asia than in Europe. The West struggled to
read Soviet codes and vice versa, but across much of the rest of the world, communications were
largely an open book. Organisations like GCHQ and its American equivalent, the National
Security Agency (NSA) read more than half the communications they collected. While most of this
material is as yet unavailable, in years to come we will be able to see everything sent by Colonel
Gadaffi and transcripts of all the phone calls made by Yasser Arafat – this will change
international history significantly.’ (Mainwaring and Aldrich 2019, 3).
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between private companies and states have started to act more exposed in the
production of information and intelligence.

Balance of power between agencies

One difficulty in the operation of Crypto AG was maintaining consensus
between the CIA and the BND regarding the scope and purposes of sales of
the machines. The available information shows that at least four countries
were aware of the nature of Crypto AG’s operations (or received information
collected by the company through the United States or Germany): Israel,
Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. Initially, the NSA resisted the
idea of controlling Crypto AG, adhering to the CIA’s initiative just to prevent
the company from coming under French control (Mainwaring 2020, 7).
Although the British had access to much information provided by Operation
Rubicon, they never had any control over Crypto AG, thanks to the veto of
their participation by the BND (Dover and Richard 2020, 8). In addition to the
operational problems listed above, American managers apparently had less
qualms about selling Crypto AG encryption machines to allies. This practice
was in direct contrast to the German guidelines of the partners. The Germans
were resistant to such practices and were more inclined to use the sale of
Crypto AG’s equipment as a source of profit that would enable the financing
of other classified operations rather than for gathering intelligence from allies.

These tensions eventually led the BND to abandon Crypto AG in 1993. The
risk of the operation being discovered appears to have weighed heavily on this
decision. There was fear on the part of the Germans that, sooner or later, the
clandestine activities and espionage policies practiced by their country would
be exposed. After the Germans ended the partnership, the CIA went on inde-
pendently to run the company, which, over the years, ended up becoming
even larger than it was. In 2004, Crypto AG acquired one of its main competi-
tors in the cryptographic machine business – the Swiss company Gretag AG.
Finally, in 2018 the CIA dismantled the company, which was then, ‘liquidated
by shareholders whose identities have been permanently shielded by the
byzantine laws of Liechtenstein, a tiny European nation with a Cayman
Islands-like reputation for financial secrecy’ (Miller 2020).

It is difficult to find evidence to explain why the partnership between the
NSA and the CIA in managing Crypto AG lasted so long. One hypothesis to
explain this is that the BND played a relevant role in this partnership. The
BND exercised control over strategic companies like Siemens. Thanks to
Siemens’ operational support, the NSA continued to invest in technology to
maintain the strategic advantages of machines manufactured by Crypto AG
(Dobson 2020, 6). It is known that the CIA was primarily responsible for
organizing the structure of the partnership. Both the CIA and the BND pro-
moted the advertising, distribution and sale of Crypto AG machines. At the
same time, both benefited from information obtained from countries that pur-
chased the rigged encryption machines.

The NSA, on the other hand, had to develop and implement the mecha-
nisms used to infiltrate in the machines that would be sold to the target coun-
tries. Neither the CIA nor the BND could replace the NSA in these tasks. In
fact, the NSA has managed to build a true monopoly on knowledge in
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cryptography, which has been maintained with increasing difficulty, due to
the creation of new university courses dedicated to the subject (Dymydiuk
2020, 5). One of our hypotheses is that the nature of the division of tasks
between these three agencies was a crucial factor in the stability of the agree-
ment with Crypto AG. Only additional research or the publication of new dis-
coveries on the subject can clarify the issue.

Relations between Brazil and Crypto AG

During the Cold War, relations between Brazil and the United States were
marked by moments of tension and rapprochement. Among the moments of
tension, we highlight the episode in which the Brazilian President, Jânio
Quadros, gave a Medal of the National Order of Cruzeiro do Sul to the Argentine/
Cuban revolutionary leader Che Guevara (1961). President Quadros also initi-
ated a rapprochement with the Chinese government. These events represented
a brief rapprochement between Brazil and communist regimes. On the other
hand, during almost the entire military dictatorial period in Brazil (which
began in 1964 and lasted until the re-democratization in 1985), there was a
strong relationship between Brazil and the United States.

During the period of military dictatorship, Brazilian foreign policy was
unconditionally aligned with the US. The only exception occurred during the
presidency of General Ernesto Geisel (1974-1979). Geisel broke the military
agreement with the United States, practiced independent foreign policy and
repudiated the safeguards imposed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation for
the nuclear agreement. This ‘friendly relationship’ between Brazil and the
United States during almost the entire military dictatorship in Brazil, however,
did not prevent the US from conducting espionage and surveillance on Brazil.

A first evidence of the relationship between Brazil and Crypto AG can be
found in an NSA list of 13 January 1954, in the folder ‘Friedman Documents’.
The list is currently posted in William Friedman’s folder on the NSA website,
it includes a list of countries, including Brazil, that used Hagelin machines.22

As previously presented, Friedman was a special assistant to the director of
the NSA, who in 1955 would visit Crypto AG.

It is highly likely that Brazil has continued to buy cryptographic machines
exclusively from Crypto AG. Brazil even considered the US as a potential sup-
plier of cryptographic equipment. The US, however, refused, as it did not
want to set a precedent for other South American countries:

There is no way in which provision of such aid to one country could be kept a lasting

secret from others. Requests for aid from Brazil, say, favorably considered, would lead to

similar requests from Chile, and there would be no way of denying the same aid

to Chile.23

22 United States of America, National Security Agency (1954a) ‘List’ <www.nsa.gov/Portals/
70/documents/news-features/declassified-documents/friedman-documents/reports-research/
FOLDER_517/41789209082821.pdf> accessed 23 July 2020.

23 United States of America, National Security Agency (1954b) ‘Memorandum for the
Members of the United States Communications Intelligence Board and the Members of the United
States Communications Security Board: Implications of a Policy Which Would Permit
Cryptographic Aid to Friendly Foreign Governments for their National Purposes’ <www.nsa.gov/
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Therefore, most likely, Crypto AG remained the only supplier of crypto-
graphic equipment to Brazil.

A second and much more important evidence of Brazil’s relationship with
Crypto AG emerges in the report of the visit of William Friedman to Crypto
AG, in 1955, as presented in the Introduction of this article.24

In the document, the author notes Brazil’s interest in buying 500 or more
cryptographic machines, although in Hagelin’s opinion, the actual order would
not be so great. It is noteworthy that the Brazilian Navy had already pur-
chased 60 units of the CX-52 encryption machine, compatible with those
already acquired, the C-446 machines.

Here it is necessary to differentiate the equipment: C-52 and CX-52
machines were developed by Boris Hagelin and started to be manufactured by
his company, Crypto AG, around 1952.25 They are mechanical, but when com-
bined with an electric keyboard accessory, the B-52, form a larger system,
called BC-52, or BCX-52 (Bury 2009). There are other keyboard models, such as
the B-62 and the B-621.26 They all make encryption faster, since without the
use of keyboards, the text needs to be encrypted letter by letter.27 In turn, the
C-446 machines, although also created by Boris Hagelin, are older, dating from
1946.28 They were manufactured by AB Cryptoteknik, from Stockholm,
Sweden, which was succeeded by Crypto AG itself.29

According to the NSA report, the Brazilian Armywas interested in the purchase
of some 500 or more machines but Hagelin Senior didn’t think they could produce
such a large order as this in one shipment. On the other hand, the Brazilian Navy
purchased 60 CX-52’s.30 Shortly thereafter, the machines in possession of the Navy
could have been assigned in whole or in part to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Portals/70/documents/news-features/declassified-documents/friedman-documents/panel-commi
ttee-board/FOLDER_373/41754969079412.pdf> accessed 23 July 2020.

24 It should be noted that some authors claim that the partnership between Crypto AG and
NSA would have been formalized in 1958 (Bauer 2013, 355).

25 Crypto AG produced three different versions of each of its machines. The highest category
was Best Security. These machines were the best that Crypto AG could produce, aimed at friendly
countries, including NATO members. The instruction manuals were intended to ensure maximum
safety for its users. Just below came the Medium Security machines, destined for neutral and
friendly countries, liable to be infiltrated. Finally, there were Low Security machines, low quality
equipment and with a simpler switching mechanism. The instruction manuals and guidelines for
use were also different for each category.’ See: Crypto Museum (2020d) ‘The gentleman’s
agreement’ <www.cryptomuseum.com/manuf/crypto/friedman.htm> accessed 14
September 2020.

26 Some countries changed their machine versions to meet the strategic interests of the United
States. Hagelin ‘managed to persuade Brazil – who had purchased CX-52/RT machines – to swap
them for the exploitable (readable) CX-52-M-27.’ In: Crypto Museum (2020e) ‘Operation RUBICON
– THESAURUS’ <www.cryptomuseum.com/intel/cia/rubicon.htm> accessed 14 September 2020.

27 Crypto Museum (2020c) ‘Hagelin CX-52: Advanced Pin-and-lug Cipher Machine, Keyboard
B-52, B-62, B-621’ <www.cryptomuseum.com/crypto/hagelin/cx52/index.htm#keyboard>
accessed 4 May 2020.

28 Crypto Museum (2020b) ‘Hagelin C-446: Pin-and-lug Cipher Machine’ <www.
cryptomuseum.com/crypto/hagelin/c446/index.htm> accessed 4 May 2020.

29 Crypto Museum (2020a) ‘Crypto AG: Hagelin Cipher Machines’ <www.cryptomuseum.
com/crypto/hagelin/index.htm> accessed 4 May 2020.

30 United States of America, National Security Agency (1955b) ‘Report of visit to Crypto AG
(Hagelin) by William F. Friedman, Special Assistant to the Director, NSA, 21-28 February’ [second
draft] <https://www.nsa.gov/Portals/70/documents/news-features/declassified-documents/
friedman-documents/correspondence/FOLDER_117/41772899081198.pdf> accessed 20 July 2020,
p. 9.
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(MRE),31 as shown by the evidence presented below. This evidence was found in
the ‘Itamaraty Reports’, official historical documents of Brazil, made available in the
Archive of theMinistry of ForeignAffairs of the country.

In 1958, in the Annual Report sent to the Brazilian President, Juscelino
Kubitschek, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Francisco Negr~ao de Lima, com-
municated the merger of the Communications and Archive Divisions. The new
arrangement gave space to a sector hitherto not mentioned in the reports: the
Cryptography Sector (Federative Republic of Brazil 1958, 247).32

The 1960 Report is probably the first document of the Brazilian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (already under the management of Hor�acio Lafer) to mention
the mechanization of cryptographic practices:

(… ) several and valuable modifications were made to the cryptography service. The first of

these concerns mechanization (… ) In order to replace the normal, slow system that is

gradually becoming incompatible with the great increase in service, machines were installed

in our Diplomatic Missions of greater importance and activity. Furthermore, studies were

carried out aiming at the installation, in the near future, of similar devices in the various

Diplomatic Missions and Consular Departments of Brazil abroad. These Missions and

Departments would employ, according to their degree of importance and volume of work,

cryptographic machines of different types and of greater or lesser complexity. The

advantages of the system mentioned above over the manual are obvious. Initially, they

represent a huge saving of time and consequently of money, since it allows the encryption

and decryption of telegrams in a tenth of the time used by the classic method. Furthermore,

what is even more important, is that the use of encryption devices brings greater security to

the transmission of messages.33 (Federative Republic of Brazil 1960, 232–233).34

Another mention of cryptography in the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs appears in the 1965 Report, during the administration of Juracy
Magalh~aes. Extremely vague and succinct, the text reveals that ‘various activ-
ities of the Communications and Archive Division, especially of the Telegram
Section of the Communications Service, cannot be in an ostensible report, and
it would be better to be in a classified, secret and confidential report.’ In that

31 Ministry of Foreign Affairs: ‘Minist�erio das Relaç~oes Exteriores’ (MRE), in Portuguese.
32 Brazil, Federative Republic of (1958) ‘Report by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ <https://

archive.org/stream/RelatoriosdoItamaraty/Relato%CC%81rio%201958#page/n267/mode/2up>
accessed 4 May 2020, 247.

33 N.A.: Translated from the original, in Portuguese: ‘(… ) foram introduzidas v�arias e valiosas
modificaç~oes no serviço de criptografia. A primeira delas diz respeito �a mecanizaç~ao (… ) Com o fim de
substituir o sistema normal, lento e que vai se tornando aos poucos incompat�ıvel com o grande aumento do
serviço, foram instaladas m�aquinas em nossas Miss~oes Diplom�aticas de maior importância e atividade.
Outrossim, estudos foram realizados visando a instalaç~ao, em futuro pr�oximo, de aparelhos semelhantes nas
v�arias Miss~oes Diplom�aticas e Repartiç~oes Consulares do Brasil no exterior. Essas Miss~oes e Repartiç~oes
empregariam, segundo seu grau de importância e volume de trabalho, m�aquinas criptogr�aficas de diferentes
tipos e de maior ou menor complexidade. As vantagens do sistema acima referido sobre o manual s~ao �obvias.
De inicio, representam uma economia enorme de tempo e consequentemente de dinheiro, pois permite a
cifraç~ao e decifraç~ao de telegramas em uma d�ecima parte do tempo empregado pelo m�etodo cl�assico. Acresce
tamb�em, o que �e ainda mais importante, que a utilizaç~ao dos aparelhos cifradores traz maior segurança �a
transmiss~ao das mensagens.’

34 Brazil, Federative Republic of (1960) ‘Report by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ <https://
archive.org/stream/RelatoriosdoItamaraty/Relato%CC%81rio%201960#page/n251/mode/2up>
accessed 4 May 2020, 232-233.
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year, the MRE promoted a public contest to hire cryptologists (Federative
Republic of Brazil 1965a, 315).35

The Head of the Communication and Archives Division (DCA)36 of the
MRE was intensely involved in initiatives in the area of cryptography. He
taught cryptography courses himself. He also travelled, accompanied by a
cryptologist, visiting a dozen countries in Latin America, ‘in order to provide
them with modern means of encryption, allowing for the first time, an on-site
verification of the needs of Diplomatic Missions, visited in terms of communi-
cations and in terms of security of archives’ (Federative Republic of Brazil
1965b, 316).37

To complement the information obtained in the aforementioned reports
from the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as the extent of the com-
mercial relationship between Brazil and Crypto AG, the authors resorted to
documentary research in the National Archives of Brazil. The documents show
that the acquisition of cryptographic equipment took place in negotiations

Figure 3. Correspondence from the Swiss Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Brazil about Crypto AG (1971).

Source: National Archives of Brazil.

35 Brazil, Federative Republic of (1965) ‘Report by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ <https://
archive.org/stream/RelatoriosdoItamaraty/Relato%CC%81rio%201965#page/n291/mode/2up>
accessed 4 May 2020, 315.

36 Communication and Archives Division: ‘Divis~ao de Comunicaç~ao e Arquivos’ (DCA),
in Portuguese.

37 Brazil, Federative Republic of (1965) ‘Report by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ <https://
archive.org/stream/RelatoriosdoItamaraty/Relato%CC%81rio%201965#page/n293/mode/2up>
accessed 4 May 2020, 316.
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between national states, and not directly with Crypto AG. The negotiation
passed through the Swiss Embassy in Brazil, as can be seen in the secret cor-
respondence sent by that one to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Brazil, on 26
February 1971 (Figure 3).

The aforementioned correspondence, written in French and issued by the
Swiss Embassy in Brazil, has an attachment, written in English. This is the

Figure 4. Certificate of Importation of Equipment from Crypto AG to Brazil (1971).
Source: National Archives of Brazil.
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Certificate of Importation for 80 CX-52 encryption machines and another seven
‘electric drive’ type Hagelin B-621-b (as previously described, it is an electric
keyboard). The Certificate dates from 3 February 1971 and is signed by the
Chief of the Brazilian Military Commission, Colonel Ruy Leal Campello
(Figure 4).

The references and documents presented above demonstrate that, in fact,
Brazil acquired cryptographic equipment from Crypto AG between the 1950s
and 1970s. Considering that the messages potentially began to be decrypted by
the CIA in 1970,38 when Crypto AG was acquired, it is likely that Brazil’s
secret communications may have been read by the United States for a
long time.39

Several countries in South America started using machines from Crypto
AG in the second half of the 1970s. There is evidence that Brazil acted as a
supplier of this cryptographic equipment to the other South American dictator-
ships involved in Operation Condor.40 41 Subsequently, Argentina also played
the role of supplier of this equipment. The machines had been tampered with
by the NSA.42 Thus, this proves the fact that American government officials

38 As mentioned earlier in Section 2 and in another footnote, some authors claim that the
partnership between Crypto AG and NSA would have been formalized in 1958 (Bauer 2013, 355).

39 The National Archives and Records Administration II (Maryland, USA), has the records of
the National Security Agency. There are 4,410,170 textual pages estimated in this Registration
Group, of which only 132 digitised documents are available online. Among the various collections
recently released for consultation, several concern Brazil. Of these, the most important are:
‘Cryptographic Codes And Ciphers: Brazil Encode And Decode’, ‘Evaluation of Cryptographic and
Cryptanalysis Work in Brazil’; ‘Codes and Ciphers: Brazil’, ‘Brazil/General Communications Data’,
‘Correspondence to and from German Embassies Brazil’, ‘Portuguese-Brazilian Material in Files of
Ml-8’. Future research dedicated to these collections will certainly expand our knowledge about
the American espionage of Brazilian communications. See: The National Archives and Records
Administration (2020) ‘Record Group 457 – Records of the National Security Agency/Central
Security Service’ <www.archives.gov/findingaid/stat/discovery/457> accessed 14
September 2020.

40 National Security Archive (2020) “CIA cable, ‘Communications System Employed by the
Condor Organization,’ Secret, February 1, 1977” <https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/dc.html?doc=
6773841-National-Security-Archive-Doc-3-CIA-cable> accessed 23 July 2020. [“This CIA cable
summarizes that ‘All countries belonging to the Condor organization maintain communications
(… ) the cipher system employed by Condor is a manual machine system of Swiss origin given to
all Condor countries by the Brazilians and bearing the designation CX52. The machine is similar in
appearance to an old cash register which has numbers, slide handles, and a manually operated
dial on the side which is turned after each entry.’ According to William Friedman’s tour report
[see Document 6 below], Boris Hagelin sent machines similar to the CX52 to the NSA for testing.
The CX52 is one of Swiss company Crypto A.G.’s flagship machines”].

41 National Security Archive (2020) “CIA report, ‘Counterterrorism in the Southern Cone,’
Secret, May 9, 1977” <https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/dc.html?doc=6773840-National-Security-
Archive-Doc-2-CIA-report> accessed 23 July 2020. [“A CIA summary of Operation Condor to the
Carter Administration’s NSC states that in 1976, ‘Brazil agreed to provide gear for ‘Condortel’ –
the group’s communication network.’ ‘The Condor communications system uses both voice
and teletype’”].

42 National Security Archive (2020) “DIA Intelligence Appraisal, ‘Latin America:
Counterterrorism and Trends in Terrorism,’ August 11, 1978” <https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/dc.
html?doc=6773842-National-Security-Archive-Doc-4-DIA-Intelligence> accessed 23 July 2020.
[“‘[I]n late 1977, Argentina provided Hagelin Crypto H-4605 equipment to Condortel to enhance
the security of its teletype nets.’ ‘Communications for operations in Latin America are to be
provided by Condortel facilities. Operations conducted elsewhere are to rely upon coded messages
transmitted by public cable or telephone facilities…’ The Condor machines provided by
Argentina (H-4605) are similar, if not a variant of, the Crypto H-460 which according to the
Washington Post is “an all-electronic machine whose inner workings were designed by the NSA”].
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were aware of the kidnapping, torture and murder carried out by the dictator-
ships participating in Operation Condor.43

There is no precise information on when the use of CX-52 type encryp-
tion machines ceased in Brazil. There are data, however, about the presence
of the company Crypto AG in Brazilian territory. A 2014 publication, pro-
duced by the company itself, provides evidence about its office in Brazil,
based in Rio de Janeiro, as a representative to all of Latin America
(Figure 5).

Another edition of the magazine, from 2015, displays a map of the com-
pany’s international offices. Brazil stands out in the Americas (Figure 6).

A search under the name Crypto AG on the Brazilian Transparency
Portal (an official accountability tool of the Brazilian Government, which
started in 2004)44 shows that despite having a Center that produces encryp-
tion technologies inside the Brazilian Intelligence Agency, Brazil has contin-
ued to do business with Crypto AG until recently.45 Twenty-Five records
were found, all in recent years (2014-2019). All celebrated by the Ministry of
Defence of Brazil and, in its entirety, for the Naval Command. A 2014 record
stands out. This involves the acquisition of encryption technology for radio com-
munication for the Brazilian Navy (Figure 7).

The document above, available only in Portuguese, shows that there was a
financial transaction in the amount of US$275,014 in the acquisition of the
‘MultiCom Radio Encryption HC-2650’ for the Brazilian Navy. In addition,
similar expenses were repeated in 2015, when Brazil spent another US$355,460
on this equipment.46 In that same year, a new record emerged, adding
US$37,147 to expenses.47 All of these money transfers went to Crypto AG.

This is the information provided by Crypto AG about the MultiCom Radio
Encryption HC-2650:

From now on, all you need is a single encryption platform. The flexible MultiCom Radio

Encryption HC-2650 meets all requirements regarding frequency ranges (HF, VHF, UHF,

SatCom) and operating modes (narrowband/broadband, digital voice encryption, data

encryption, secure messaging, IP VPN). With appropriate software updates, the system

can also accommodate future additions and technical advances with ease, which

eliminates the need for expensive and time-consuming new purchases. MultiCom Radio

Encryption HC-2650 is suitable for connection to all military IP networks and for

rendering all radio networks secure. Its superb diversity with respect to applications and

43 As mentioned earlier, new document releases from The National Archives and Records
Administration will certainly expand our knowledge about American espionage. See: The National
Archives and Records Administration (2020) ‘Record Group 457 – Records of the National Security
Agency/Central Security Service’ <www.archives.gov/findingaid/stat/discovery/457> accessed
14 September 2020.

44 Transparency Portal of Brazil (2020a) ‘O que �e e como funciona’ [What it is and how it
works]: ‘the Federal Government’s Transparency Portal is a free access site, where citizens can
find information on how public money is used, in addition to information on matters related to
public management in Brazil’, <www.portaltransparencia.gov.br/sobre/o-que-e-e-como-funciona>
accessed 4 May 2020. N.A.: Translated from the original, in Portuguese.

45 Transparency Portal of Brazil (2020d) <www.portaltransparencia.gov.br/url/96d7ade6>
accessed 4 May 2020.

46 Transparency Portal of Brazil (2020e) <www.portaltransparencia.gov.br/url/70b16c8d>
accessed 4 May 2020.

47 Transparency Portal of Brazil (2020f) <www.portaltransparencia.gov.br/url/4b9ed865>
accessed 4 May 2020.
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interfaces allow the system to be used in both current and future communication systems.

The system is mechanically and electrically so robust that it can be used in regular

vehicles, armoured vehicles, coastal and ocean-going vessels, aeroplanes and helicopters.

This solution, too, is based on the unique security architecture from Crypto

International AG.48

Figure 5. Crypto AG Official Publication About its Office in Rio de Janeiro (2014).
Source: Crypto Magazine (2014) ‘Crypto AG Strengthens its Presence in Latin America’, Crypto AG: Zug,

Switzerland, n. 3, p. 15.

48 Crypto AG (2020) ‘MultiCom Radio Encryption HC-2650’ <www.crypto.ch/en/products-
and-services/products/multicom-radio-encryption-hc-2650> accessed 4 May 2020.
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In other words, technically the HC-2650 that the Brazilian Navy acquired in
2015 appears to be the replacement – and a ‘unique encryption platform’, as
the company calls it – of the old CX-52 encryption machines, which Brazil
acquired in the past.

Most of the other data about Crypto AG on the Brazilian Transparency
Portal do not reveal which product was purchased. Despite this, expenses with
this company have been frequent since 2014. In 2016, a new purchase of
encryption technology is recorded registered for the Brazilian Navy (Figure 8).

Figure 6. Map Published by Crypto AG about its Offices Around the World (2015).
Source: Crypto Magazine (2015) ‘# Crypto’, Crypto AG: Zug, Switzerland, n. 2, p. 24.
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The expense is for an encryption software license for the HC-2650, in the
amount of US$26,950. In 2017, the information is more accurate and indicates
even where some equipment could be used (Figure 9).

The information revealed by Figure 9 is relatively clear. The Brazilian Navy
paid US$53,780 to Crypto AG for the ‘D7665 software license for MultiCom
Radio Encryption System HC-2650, which will compose the S-BR.’ In the case
of the Brazilian Navy, and taking into account the Submarine Development
Program (Prosub),49 one of the possible deductions is that ‘S-BR’ are
‘Brazilian submarines’.

Figure 7. Acquisition of Crypto AG Encryption Equipment by Brazil (2014).
Source: Transparency Portal of Brazil (2020h)<www.portaltransparencia.gov.br/url/cf9fe719> accessed 4May 2020.

49 Submarine Development Program: ‘Programa de Desenvolvimento de Submarinos’ (Prosub),
in Portuguese.
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The last transfer of funds from Brazil to Crypto AG registered so far is on 3
December 2019. It says that the amount of US$113,337.58 was intended for the
‘acquisition of custom or customized software’.50

On 12 February 2020, the day after it became public that ‘for decades, the
CIA has read the encrypted communications of allies and opponents’ (Miller
2020), the company Crypto published a statement on its official website
(Figure 10).

Figure 8. Acquisition of Crypto AG Encryption Software by Brazil (2016).
Source: Transparency Portal of Brazil (2020c) <http://www.portaltransparencia.gov.br/url/a6207081>

accessed 4 May 2020.

50 Transparency Portal of Brazil (2020b) <http://portaltransparencia.gov.br/url/6a5671c6>
accessed 4 May 2020.
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According to the statement, Crypto International Group (Crypto CH), a
Swedish company, acquired in 2018 the brand and other assets of Crypto AG.
The Swedish company denies having a connection to the CIA or the BND.

5. Conclusion

The controversy, hitherto recurrent, about the involvement of US and German
intelligence agencies with Crypto AG can be considered closed. It is irrefutable
that the company, which has remained the world leader in the manufacture of
cryptographic equipment, had been secretly operated for several decades by
the CIA, NSA and BND. With regard to the Brazilian case, we demonstrate

Figure 9. Payment from Brazil to Crypto AG for Software License (2017).
Source: Transparency Portal of Brazil (2020g) <www.portaltransparencia.gov.br/url/53612914> accessed 4

May 2020.
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that the country was a client of Crypto AG since at least 1955, at the time
when the company had already started negotiations with the CIA. We also
demonstrate that Brazil continued to buy equipment from this company until
as late as 2019.

The confidential nature of almost all the historical sources available on the
subject poses a serious challenge. The main issue for a researcher interested in
the subject, is to find sources that allow estimating or measuring what the
Americans knew, as well as the subsequent impact of the information thus
obtained on the decision-making process in the area of international relations.

The Wikileaks and Snowden revelations provide additional evidence that
communications from national authorities, as well as government agencies,
have been monitored by US intelligence agencies for a long time, dating back
at least to World War II (Bauman et al 2015, 10). Greg Miller’s findings about
Crypto AG repeats this pattern (Miller 2020). It is worth asking whether these
revelations will impact the interpretation of recent history between Brazil and
the USA, or whether they will merely reiterate what can be considered
‘normal’ in the relations of these two countries. This is because, as the litera-
ture review demonstrates, for more than a century, US agencies have been
secretly breaking the Brazilian government’s message transmission codes
(Yardley 1981, 222). Further investigation will be needed to clarify how exactly
the past practice of espionage has affected relations between these countries.

In addition to the possible ‘normalization’ of global US intelligence practices,
it should be noted that the interception and decryption of such messages is only
part of intelligence operations. These operations also include the analysis of data
and its dissemination to decision-making centres (this seems to have been
increasingly processed through data surveillance practices). Although the inter-
ception and decryption of messages from rival powers is an important

Figure 10. Crypto International Group Statement on the Acquisition of Crypto AG.
Source: Crypto International Group’s Official Website: <https://crypto.ch/en> accessed 12 February 2020.
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advantage, it may not be decisive in understanding the outcome of events.
Breaking the codes used by other countries is only a part – although relevant – of
the complex operations of obtaining, analysing and interpreting information. Its
relevance can only be assessed by taking into account the way it will
be deployed.

Other questions that can be raised from the research relates to the possibil-
ity that other nations may have also taken advantage of the dissemination of
the Swiss company’s equipment, and also break the codes of its end users.

Bury (2009) published a document in which a former Polish intelligence
agent describes the interception and decryption of communications from all
diplomatic missions in Western countries, beginning in the early 1960s. These
Western countries were using Hagelin CX-52 machines. This is further evi-
dence that it is extremely difficult to build unbreakable communication sys-
tems (Bury 2009, 350).

It is also important to highlight the impasses and conflicts resulting from
technological dependence to obtain encoding and decoding equipment. In the
case of Polish agents under Communist rule, such technological dependence
was much more dramatic than that of Crypto AG’s regular customers. Those
in charge of operating foreign machinery, whose trade is restricted or even
prohibited, depend on precarious and uncertain supply channels, which can
compromise the progress of intelligence operations (Bury 2009, 351).

In view of these findings, it is difficult to determine the impact that the rev-
elations exposing the links between Crypto AG and the American intelligence
agencies will have on historical studies. We may be on the threshold of a new
era of radical revisions to the recent history of US relations with other coun-
tries, including Brazil. Or, conversely, we can only witness the mere confirm-
ation of a pattern of subordinate and asymmetric relations that usually
condition Brazil-United States relations.
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